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Day 1
Breakfast
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Breakfast
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- Hopes, fears, expectations of
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13:15
16:00

Lunch
Lunch
Lunch
Lunch
Lunch
Lunch
- Energizer
- Energizer
- Energizer
- Energizer
- Energizer
- Energizer
Practical workshop: Improving Reflection and debate: How E-Presentation of the training
the online sessions according mentor can support volunteers
magazine
- Finalization of the
Experimental
workshop
with the feedback of the
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Presentation of slides
online tool that will
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of
our
Platform
beneficiaries
of
our
On-line
(slideshow)
graphics from the
16:10facilitate the tasks
Excursion
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courses
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between them.
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Final Evaluation
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19:30
Presentation of daily Graphics
19:35
- Evaluation of the day, Updating personal diary
Training closing event
20:30
Dinner
Dinner
Dinner
Dinner
Dinner
Dinner
Discussion evening with
Creation of
21:30Creation of Magazine
Intercultural & creativeNight
Free evening
volunteers: Volunteering
Magazine
Farewell Evening
00:00
and local development
Erasmus+ training activities

Learning and sharing on the topic

Creating the Online session/ Open discussion

Creating Magazine

Cultural activities / Leisure

